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Purpose
1.1

2

We are facing unprecedented financial times due to continued cuts to
Government funding and substantial increases in demand for services. This
document sets out the size of the financial challenge; our approach to
sustainability and the anticipated impact as a result of changes. This Financial
Sustainability Plan (FSP) enables us to access a four year Revenue Support Grant
allocation and will allow us to use capital receipts more flexibility (in line with
changes in legislation) to support transformation.
Ambition for Milton Keynes

2.1

Milton Keynes has a successful economy and is a successful place:
Between 1981 and 2013, Milton Keynes was the fastest growing economy in
the UK, both in terms of employment and output.
In 2014 (the latest available data), Milton Keynes produced £10.3 billion of
Gross Value Added (GVA, a measure of total economic output). This was
the highest across the SEMLEP area and represented around a fifth of total
GVA within the SEMLEP area.
Milton Keynes’ companies employ one of the most productive workforces in
the UK. In 2013 Milton Keynes produced GVA per job of over £59,800; this
productivity is much higher than any of the Core Cities, Outer London, and
the rest of the Cambridge–Milton Keynes–Oxford arc. Only parts of London
and Berkshire have a better performance.
In 2014 (the latest available data), there were almost 162,000 jobs in Milton
Keynes, an increase of 19,200 jobs or 13% growth since 2009. Most work in
the private sector; for every public sector employee in Milton Keynes in
2014, there are four jobs in the private sector. This is a higher ratio than for
the UK as a whole or indeed for London.

2.2

As Milton Keynes approaches 50, we have taken the opportunity to both reflect on
our successes and challenges for the future. The MK Futures 2050 Report
http://www.mkfutures2050.com/ which was endorsed by full Council sets out how
we want the City to continue to grow and develop to maintain our success. This
includes 6 key projects:

MK Futures 2050 Programmes

3

2.3

While the delivery of the MK Futures 2050 Programme is critical to the long term
success of Milton Keynes, the majority of the projects reflect the Council acting as
an enabler to bring together a wide range of public and private sector resources
and funding streams, rather than providing direct funding. The Council is
realigning roles and responsibilities of its current Corporate Leadership Team in
order to provide some overall programme management capacity and leadership
for each of the workstreams.

2.4

We have produced a Council Plan, which sets out the vision, values and
objectives for the Council for 2016 to 2020. Link to Council Plan

2.5

The delivery of this Council Plan will determine the financial choices we need to
make over the next four years. However, the overall financial position is very
challenging; the choices we will need to make will be very difficult.

2.6

The delivery of the Council Plan is supported by a Partnership between the
Administration and the Liberal Democrat group.

Financial Delivery
3.1

Our Budget and Medium Term Financial Planning is based on 12 core principles,
which have and continue to be endorsed by the Cabinet:
Emerging pressures are managed, where possible within existing budgets.
Spending is aligned to key priorities as set out in the Corporate Plan.
Income is only included in the budget where supported by robust proposals and
is deliverable.
Future liabilities are anticipated.
Budgets are sustainable.
Base Budget / one-off expenditure/ capital expenditure are distinguished.

Savings proposals are supported by implementation plans and the impact on
service delivery is clear.
The allocation of capital resources is separate from expenditure approval.
Capital and revenue planning needs to be integrated to ensure implications are
fully anticipated.
The use of specific grant funding does not lead to revenue budget pressures.
The Council’s reserves (and other one-off resources) are not to be used as a
primary method to balance the ongoing pressures in the budget.
Earmarked reserves are used for specific one-off purposes to support the
delivery of corporate objectives and to mitigate risks.
3.2

We have a strong financial management framework including clear Financial
Regulations and Procedure Rules and a scheme of delegation. We require all of
our Budget Managers to confirm they are accountable for the budgets they
manage on an annual basis, through a specific accountability letter. We always set
a robust and deliverable Budget supported by sufficient reserves, including those
held to mitigate the risks of demand increases. However, the last two years of
exceptional increases in demand for temporary accommodation and children’s
social care has required the Council to use these reserves.

3.3

These financial challenges are in the context of already having addressed a
financial challenge of £111m to offset Government funding reductions and local
increases in demand for services over the past 6 years. Since 2011/12, this
Council has cut costs substantially, and increased our income where possible, to
offset an unprecedented financial challenge of £111m. This has been achieved
through cutting costs, delivering savings through smarter and more efficient
service delivery, procurement & commissioning, and where necessary through
reluctantly reducing services to our residents.

3.4

The picture below shows some examples of how we have addressed the financial
challenge so far, which includes some innovative service solutions, renegotiation
of contracts, redesign of services and a more commercial approach.

Diagram 1: Delivery of £111m Savings between 2011/12 and 2016/17
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We have a strong track record of savings delivery. Sometimes councillors choose
to delay savings as part of the Budget decision (these are shown below) and on
occasion the delivery of savings is more complex than anticipated which impacts
on the rate of delivery or the ability to deliver a saving overall. Chart 1 sets out our
performance in delivering savings since the period of cost reductions began. It
shows that we have always delivered over 95% of the savings we agreed, albeit
these have sometimes taken longer to achieve than we anticipated.

Chart 1: Financial Outturn and Delivery of Savings
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Cost Increases
4.1

We have identified a number of issues which will cost us £45m more over the next
four years. The main ones are set out below:
Demography and Demand

4.2

Over the last six years the population in Milton Keynes has increased by 16,750
people (6.7%). This trend adds to the costs of service delivery for the Council and
is continuing:

Chart 2: MK Population Increase

4.3

Our population of under 19s will grow by 2% per year or equivalent to 1,000
children. This will impact on a number of services including the numbers of school
and early years places available, demands on other children’s services, and will
result in additional children needing safeguarding and 34 further children needing
to be looked after. This will cost an additional £3.0m over the next four years. In
addition we will have to transport an additional 168 eligible children to school,
costing £1.1m.

Chart 3: Corporate Parenting – Looked After Children

Chart 4: Home to School Transport

The fact that Milton Keynes was a new town, means that while we currently
have relatively small numbers of over 65s, this number will increase by 18%,
6,336 people, over the next four years and is expected to cost us £0.6m in
additional care costs.
We will need to look after 97 more people with complex learning disabilities,
costing £3.0m and an additional 4 people with Autism needs, costing
£0.143m.
Our positive approach to housing growth leads to the delivery of
approximately 1,200 additional homes a year, 4,800 over the next four
years. We need to collect and dispose of waste from these houses, which
will cost an additional £1.2m.
The success of Milton Keynes means more people are moving to the area.
The value of houses is increasing, as is the cost of private rental sector
homes, which contributes to more people having a statutory requirement for
rehousing. We are also seeing a reduction in the numbers of people moving
from our own housing, so reducing the numbers of properties available for
rehousing. We expect the numbers of people who will be entitled to housing
over the next four years to increase to 105 per month (compared to 65 per
month in 2015/16), alongside a reduction to 25 council houses available for
housing per month (compared to 48 per month in 2015/16). The cost of this
over the next four years will have risen by £3m per year (compared to
service cost of £3.21m in 2015/16). We are working on alternative temporary
accommodation to partially alleviate this additional cost.
Legislative Pressures
4.4

Changes to national legislation also creates cost increases for the Council. Over
the next two years we expect the following legislative changes which will increase
the costs to the Council:
The Government has introduced a National Living Wage increasing
minimum pay thresholds from £6.70ph to £9ph by 2019 and to £9.35ph in
2020. While the Council pays its staff above this level we are aware that a
number of contractors will need to increase pay rates over the next four
years. We are also introducing the Ethical Charter recognising that the
National Living Wage is still a minimal rate. While we would not expect to
meet all of the cost of this change and we are discussing with contractors
how they can reduce costs to offset the increase, we think there will be a
£1.4m additional cost for the Council over the next four years.
The autumn statement introduced a new Apprenticeship Levy, which is a
charge of 0.5% of basic pay costs for employers with a pay cost in excess of
£3.0m per year. This is expected to cost £0.3m pa from 2017/18.
From April 2017 the Government increased the National Insurance
contribution rate for local government, linked to national pension changes.
This increased our costs by £2.3m pa. We chose to phase this increase in
over three years, resulting in an additional cost from 2017/18 of £0.4m pa.
Housing Benefit has been limited for social sector rates to the equivalent
private sector rate, which will reduce the costs we can recover through
Housing Benefit. This will be introduced for new tenancies from 2016 and for
existing tenancies from 2018. This will reduce the Housing Benefit offset for
Homelessness by £0.16m pa from April 2018.

General Issues
4.5

Previous experience shows it is likely that additional pressures will be identified as
financial years progress, either as a result of changing population needs,
unanticipated issues or legislative change. We have therefore included risk
increases for homelessness; adults and children’s social care. These are a total of
£22m from 2018/19 to 2020/21.
Sustainability Items

4.6

One of our key budget principles is that we anticipate and ensure there is
provision for future liabilities. In order to smooth the future impact of these known
liabilities, these items are being built into the revenue budget on an incremental
basis in advance of when costs will be incurred. This means funding will be
available in the base budget position when required, and the requirement for
savings is spread between years. There is currently only one such liability for
pension fund contributions.

4.7

The Pension Fund is administered by Buckinghamshire County Council. Every
three years an actuary re-values the fund and adjusts the contributions we are
required to pay to ensure the liabilities of the fund will be funded over the longterm. The reductions in workforce and the fall in the value of Government gilts
have created a risk for the employer that contributions will increase.

4.8

The last triennial review confirmed the Council’s contributions did not need to
increase for the period 2014-2017. The base budget created over the last three
years has be used as one-off funding to fund a saving from changing the financing
of the historic local government debt, which was taken on when Milton Keynes
was created. This ongoing budget is now available for the triennial review which
takes effect from 1st April 2017. Due to the ongoing risk to future revaluations, the
base budget will continue to be increased by £0.6m each year to contribute any
future increases in employer contribution rates.
Inflation

4.9

We have a number of large revenue contracts with significant annual costs, for
example waste collection at £1.9m (Serco), landscaping £2.3m (Serco), residential
care beds for elderly people £6.7m(Excel care) and highways maintenance £2.0m
(Ringway). These contracts are subject to inflation based on specific indices.
Generally inflation costs are low, but the volume of spend through these contracts
means that even though increases are low they will cost us around £0.257m per
year.

4.10 We are also still part of the national pay arrangements for local government staff.
The agreement between the employers and the trade unions was a 1% increase
for 2017/18, with some higher increases for those on the lowest rates of pay. We
also have incremental progression for some staff, based on previous experience
this increases the pay costs by around 1% per year. The projected cost of these
increases over the period of the plan is £1.3m annually.

One-off Costs
4.11 Some of the costs we incur are for a time-limited period only. For example costs of
projects to deliver change. Rather than building these costs into the base budget,
we show these costs as one-off costs. This means we can use one-off resources
to offset the cost. Using one-off resources in this way helps to ensure we remain
financially sustainable.
4.12 The major one-off costs in 2017/18 reflect the need to recreate some of our
demand led reserves, particularly in housing. We have found the increase in
demand for this service has exceeded our expectations when we set the 2016/17
budget, meaning we have had to use all of the available demand led reserve. In
order to maintain a robust financial position for the future we need to recreate this
reserve, at an estimated level of £1.5m, as it is part of the overall risk assessment
on the budget (see section 11).
4.13 We have also had to recreate a home to school transport demand led reserve,
even though we have reduced the cost of travel for individual pupils, the demand
is increasing faster than expected. This is costing an additional £0.4m.
4.14 Our approach to reserves is to maintain a minimum prudent level, which is
assessed alongside the Budget. The 2016/17 assessment for general fund
balances was £7m (see section 11 for further detail). In addition to this minimum
prudent level we maintain as specific risk assessment against the delivery of
Budget savings and the overall risks in the year. This Budget Risk Reserve was
set at £3.0m for 2016/17. Currently we are projecting a forecast overspend of
£2.6m. This means the Budget Risk Reserve will need to be replaced from one-off
resources.
4.15 The intended use of one-off reserves is to allow us to invest in change activity and
manage the transition for some savings. We are continuing to invest in a customer
service programme, which is changing the way we engage with customers,
moving to online platforms and increasing the use of self-service approaches. This
will cost an additional £0.4m in the medium term plan, but will save considerably
more than the investment based on the impact of changes previously delivered.
5

Total Additional Costs
5.1

In total we are expecting the additional ongoing costs for services to be as follows:
Table 1: Total Ongoing Additional Costs

Inflation
Demography and
demand led costs
Legislative costs
Sustainability items
Councillor Choice
Total

2017/18
£m
1.295

2018/19
£m
2.335

2019/20
£m
2.328

2020/21
£m
2.665

Total
£m
8.624

9.477

7.727

7.870

7.748

32.822

0.443
1.078
0.100
12.393

0.243
0.600
0.000
10.905

0.044
0.600
0.000
10.842

0.011
0.800
0.000
11.224

0.741
3.078
0.100
45.365

5.2

The costs set out in this table increase the base budget each year. So by 2020/21
we will be spending £33m more every year on demographic and demand led
pressures. The chart below shows the demand led costs over the last five years
and the projected future increase.

Chart 5: Total Ongoing Costs from 2011/12 to 2020/21
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5.3

In addition, we have identified the following one-off costs. Under a recent change
to legislation, we now have flexibility to meet some of the costs of changing the
Council, to enable us to manage with reduced resources from capital receipts. We
have identified in our one-off costs, suitable items which could be met from the
changes to legislation. These items all relate to costs incurred to change and
reduce the costs of running the Council in the future.

Table 2: One-off Costs

Change costs
Sufficiency of Reserves
General
Total

6

2017/18
£m

2018/19
£m

2019/20
£m

2020/21
£m

Total
£m

1.036

0.970

0.750

0.000

2.756

3.258
4.432
8.726

0.000
5.477
6.447

0.000
5.000
5.750

0.000
0.000
0.000

3.258
14.909
20.923

Funding
6.1

Our funding is changing, by 2020/21 the new Business Rates Retention Scheme
is expected to be operating, Government grant in the form of Revenue Support
Grant is expected to be almost phased out and there will be very few ring-fenced
grants.

6.2

We have three main sources of funding:
Council Tax
Retained Business Rates
Revenue Support Grant

6.3

The charts below show how our overall funding has changed since 2013/14 and is
projected to change by 2020/21. The clear shift is from national funding to locally
generated income.

Chart 6: Council Funding from 2013/14 and projected funding to 2020/21
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Council Tax
7.1

There are three factors which raise additional Council Tax in Milton Keynes. These
are:
An increase in the numbers of houses paying Council Tax, as we continue
to grow.
A local choice about increasing Council Tax. For the last four years there
has been a maximum of 2% increase allowed before a referendum will need
to be held for the Borough to approve a higher increase.
From 2016/17 local authorities were also allowed to increase Council Tax by
up to 2% to offset the additional costs of Adult Social Care. This was known
as the Adult Social Care precept. This flexibility has only been confirmed
until 2019/20.

7.2

The table below shows the key assumptions and the forecast Council Tax income
incorporated into the financial projections. As noted above, it is important to
remember that while additional housing increases income, this also places
demands on our services.

Table 3: Council Tax Assumptions

Increase in Council Tax Base
(Band D equivalents)
Increase in Numbers of People
Entitled to Local Council Tax
Reduction (Band D equivalents)
Increase in Council Tax charge
Increase in Adult Social Care
charge for Adult Social Care
precept
Collection rate

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

1,300

1,000

1,000

1,000

52

52

37

37

1.95%
2.0%

1.95%
2.0%

1.95%
2.0%

1.95%
N/A

98.08%

98.08%

98.08%

98.08%

7.3 These assumptions result in the following increases in Council Tax:
Table 4: Council Tax Increases

Increase in Council Tax Base

2017/18
£m
(1.505)

2018/19
£m
(1.189)

2019/20
£m
(1.256)

2020/21
£m
(1.305)

Increase in Council Tax charge

(1.919)

(2.018)

(2.122)

(2.232)

Increase in Adult Social Care
charge for Adult Social Care
precept
Total Additional Income

(1.969)

(2.070)

(2.177)

0.000

(5.393)

(5.277)

(5.555)

(3.537)

7.4

Our current budgeted council tax collection rate of 98.08% reflects upper quartile
performance and actual performance. However, there are some risks in
maintaining this collection rate primarily due to the central government welfare
reform agenda, the key element being Universal Credit which is changing the way
Housing Benefits are paid. This is at the same time as the overall benefit payment
awards are reducing. This may potentially affect payment and collection levels as
people adjust to the new way of receiving their benefits. We are only seeing a
small number of cases move to Universal Credit at the moment and so the
potential effect on the collection rate cannot yet be determined. There is also
considerable uncertainty about the pace of transition as this is dependent on the
Department of Work and Pensions. Currently the rate of transition is expected to
increase from November 2016.

7.5

We are currently forecasting that we will be able to declare a £1.3m surplus for
2016/17 and we have a surplus of £0.9m relating to 2015/16, where changes
occurred between November when the forecast was set and March when the
account closed. The £1.3m for 2016/17 is due to a number of factors:
We have been conducting a review of discount eligibility to ensure
households are paying the right amounts of Council Tax. This review began
after the Tax Base had been set for 2016/17.
We are projected to pay out all of the Discretionary Council Tax Fund; the
cost of this fund is entirely met by the Council with no contribution from other
preceptors, this benefits the collection rate.

The continued strength of the Milton Keynes economy means there have
been fewer Local Council Tax Reduction claimants than projected.
7.6

8

This in year surplus is a one off benefit to the major preceptors (Council,
Buckinghamshire and Milton Keynes Fire Authority and the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Thames Valley). The Council’s share will be used to offset the
one-off pressures in the 2017/18 Budget.
Retained Business Rates

8.1

From 1st April 2013/14 the national funding system changed for local authorities.
The new regime incorporates some local retention of Business Rates to meet the
costs of service provision. The detailed methodology is complex and has proven to
be unpredictable in Milton Keynes.

8.2

The retention system in Milton Keynes means that central Government retain 50%
of the Business Rates collected, the remaining 50% are held locally. The local
element is known as retained business rates, of which, 1% is paid to
Buckinghamshire and Milton Keynes Fire Authority.

8.3

The Council’s retained 49% is then subject to a Tariff and also a Levy which is
applied to “disproportionate growth”. These amounts are paid to central
Government. The Tariff funds other authorities where their needs are higher than
the Business Rate income they would have retained, while the Levy funds the
national safety net which provides authorities with protection against a reduction in
Business Rates funding compared to their Baseline Funding Level of 7.5%.

8.4

The level of Tariff and Levy means that in Milton Keynes we only retain £0.30p in
every £1 of growth. We collect around £140m- £160m in Business Rates locally, of
which around £43m is retained by Milton Keynes Council. The chart below shows
the Business Rates retained locally:
Chart 7: Retained Business Rate Funding Compared to Total Business Rates
Collected
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8.5

The scheme has now been in operation for three full financial years. During this
time, we have experienced a number of issues which highlight the risks in this
funding regime. The major risks are as follows:
There have been issues with delays to properties being entered onto the
Valuation List, this has impacted on the timing of receipts. We have known
properties be delayed for up to two years, due to capacity issues and
technical valuation issues in the Valuation Office. This makes income
unpredictable.
Appeals have caused a major uncertainty in the system nationally; this is
particularly evident in Milton Keynes. We currently have over 1,500 appeals
outstanding and current forecasts indicate around 400 will be resolved by
the Valuation Office in the current year. Again, this makes it difficult to
determine income levels in year and the underlying baseline level of income,
as appeals are often backdated for several years.
There have also been a number of appeals addressed at a national level, so
a ruling is given which impacts on our local income potentially without us
being aware that the case is being considered. We work closely with the
Valuation Office to understand where these risks may apply.
National Government make changes to the system, for example moving
from RPI to CPI as a measure of inflation and extending small business rate
relief. This has reduced the growth in income locally by £1.5m per year.
Over the last three years, the economy in Milton Keynes has continued to
grow, but there is a risk that if the economy started to decline income would
fall. The safety net operates to protect against losses of more than 7.5%
from the Business Rates Baseline. Based on current projected income for
2016/17, we could lose £13m of income, before we would receive any
support from Government. This change in funding reflects a very different
level of risk for local authorities compared to the previous fixed grant regime.

8.6

The Government are currently consulting on changes to the Business Rates
Retention System which are expected to come into operation from 2019/20,
although aspects may change sooner. There is little detail available at the moment
on how the system will work. Local authorities are working with DCLG to develop
the design for the future. However, the principle is that local government as a
whole will retain 100% of all business rates collected and will take on additional
roles and responsibilities to offset the additional funding that would be generated.
This however, does not mean that each local authority will keep all the income
retained locally. There will still be a system of redistribution and some top-slicing to
enable a safety net function to operate.

8.7

We are currently responding to the initial consultation, but the experience of the
current system and the intention to have some element of redistribution after five
years, suggests it would be better for Milton Keynes to get its relative additional
needs, including population growth adequately funded, rather than relying on an
incentive for growth.

8.8

While the new system is likely to be quite different to the current model, we do
know that the type of growth in Milton Keynes often required additional

infrastructure, which means the time to realise benefits is likely to largely be
beyond the five year period currently being considered. There has been
considerable learning from the current Business Rates Retention system, which
will hopefully result in a fairer and more predictable funding regime for the future.
However, this means we need to continue to work with the current funding system
for the next three years and both address the funding shortfalls it creates and to
try to manage the uncertainty and risk, by continuing to work with the Valuation
Office and project likely income.
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Revenue Support Grant
9.1

10

Reducing Revenue Support Grant (RSG) is the means of reducing local
government funding. We are expecting (if the provisional 4-year settlement is
maintained by the new Government), our RSG to reduce over the next four years.
By 2019/20 we only expect to be receiving £5.5m in grant. This is an 80%
reduction compared to the £26.5m of RSG we received in 2016/17. This will then
be incorporated into the new Business Rate Retention system.
Other Resources

10.1 There are a number of other grant funding streams which are critical to the
operation of the Council, these are:
Education Services Grant
Public Health Grant (ring-fenced)
Better Care Fund
New Homes Bonus
Dedicated Schools Grant (ring-fenced)
Other Specific Grants
Education Services Grant
10.2 In 2013/14 we were required to contribute £5.7m to create the national Education
Services Grant (ESG). The grant was then redistributed to academies and other
local authorities. The rationale was to reflect the change in the schools system
where academies took on responsibility for some of the functions previously
delivered by the Local Education Authority. The Department for Education has
reduced this grant funding every year since the grant was created.
10.3 The previous Government policy was to require schools to become academies,
continuing to reduce the local authority role in running schools. There was also
due to be a consultation on removing a number of statutory duties to reduce costs
for councils. There has been some change in national Government policy, which
no longer requires schools to become academies, but the funding reductions are
still anticipated. It is expected that councils will only be paid for 5/12ths of the total
ESG grant in 2017/18, with some funding being moved to become part of the
Dedicated Schools Grant, accounting for the remaining 7/12ths. This FSP has
assumed that ESG will reduce from £3.0m in 2016/17 to £0.7m in 2017/18 and
£0.7m will be available to deliver the Council’s services from the Dedicated
Schools Grant from September 2017, although this will need approval from the
Schools Forum.

Public Health Grant
10.4 The Health and Social Care Act 2012 transferred substantial health improvement
duties from the NHS to local authorities from April 2013. Local authorities have
been a given a ring-fenced Public Health grant to discharge their responsibilities
to:
Improve significantly the health and wellbeing of local populations.
Carry out health protection functions delegated from the Secretary of State.
Reduce health inequalities across the life course, including within hard to reach
groups.
Ensure the provision of population healthcare advice.
10.5 Public Health England has implemented a year on year reduction in Public Health
Grant funding, (16/17 2.2%, 17/18 2.5%, 18/19 2.6%, 19/20 2.6%), following a
6.2% in year cut in 15/16. We also do not receive additional funding to reflect
changes in the population. We are currently renegotiating contracts to reduce
costs for 2017/18 where possible. New contracts will be let in April 2018, which
reflect these reductions. As the Public Health Grant remains ring-fenced, it is
assumed that spending reductions will offset income reductions.
Better Care Fund
10.6

The Better Care Fund (BCF) is pooled funding between the NHS and local
authorities and has been in place since 2015/16, to support the delivery of
integrated health services and to also support local authorities in implementing the
‘Care Act 2014’.

10.7

The pooled Budget has a legal basis in Section 75 of the NHS Act 2006. A
condition of this funding is that local authorities must agree with local health
partners how the funding should be utilised and the expected outcomes.

10.8

A 40% increase in resources available nationally to BCF (increasing the budget
from £3.8bn to £5.3bn), has been announced. The increase is to be funded from
reducing the New Homes Bonus. The majority of funding will be available in
2018/19 and 2019/20. As one of the primary purposes of the BCF was to assist
councils in managing the growing demand for social care, we have assumed that
the additional funding top-sliced from the local government funding allocation will
benefit the Council by £1.8m in 2018/19 and £2.0m in 2019/20, based on
provisional settlement allocations. These increases will need to be agreed with the
Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) in Milton Keynes.
New Homes Bonus

10.9

The New Homes Bonus (NHB) is funding allocated to councils based on the
building of new homes and bringing empty homes back into use. The intention for
the NHB was to ensure that the economic benefits of growth are returned to the
local authorities and communities where growth takes place - and so help
engender a more positive attitude to growth.

10.10 Last autumn a consultation was carried out nationally on a number of proposed
changes to the New Homes Bonus. Some of the options outlined in the proposals
would substantially reduce the amounts of funding we currently receive. The total
amount available for the NHB is to be reduced by two-thirds. If the scheme had not

changed we would have received around £12m per year from this funding source.
We have previously invested this funding in critical and essential capital
infrastructure and invest to save projects to support the overall financial position.
10.11 The Provisional Financial Settlement last December indicated potential future
allocations of £12.5m for 2017/18, £7.8m for 2018/19 and £7.5m for 2019/20.
However, these allocations are based on the current distribution formula, only
incorporating a reduction from 6 to 4 years.
10.12 At present we have only committed £2.0m of NHB from 2017/18 onwards on the
extension of the A421. This is to allow for the outcome of the consultation process
and confirmation of likely levels of funding.

Table 5: New Homes Bonus Forecast
2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

(2.514)

(4.425)

(6.727)

(8.646)

Commitments
Funding Debt Costs for
MKDP Assets
Tariff Risk Share Reserve

0.000

0.709

1.603

1.603

1.603

1.603

1.603

0.000

0.580

0.580

0.580

0.580

0.580

0.000

Empty Homes Officer

0.000

0.000

0.035

0.044

0.000

0.047

0.000

Earmarked for Capital
Programme for
Infrastructure

0.000

0.000

0.050

0.004

1.986

9.226

8.973

0.000

0.000

0.014

0.651

1.700

8.228

2.143

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.500

0.000

0.000

A421 Extension

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

2.000

Total Commitments

0.000

1.289

2.282

2.882

6.369

19.684

14.719

In year NHB funding
(surplus) / deficit

(2.514)

(3.136)

(4.445)

(5.764)

(4.244)

7.384

12.719

Cumulative NHB
Funding (surplus) /
deficit

(2.514)

(5.650)

(10.095)

(15.859)

(20.103) (12.719)

Total Forecast Income

Earmarked for Future
Working project and
associated business
process changes
Supporting the timing of
Community and Cultural
Services Review

(10.613) (12.300)

(2.000)

(0.000)

Dedicated Schools Grant
10.13 The Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) supports individual schools and academies
and other pupil related expenditure within the People Directorate. The School and
Early Years Finance Regulations 2016 will define the services that can be
supported by the DSG. These regulations will be consulted on later this year. The
DSG is allocated based on pupil numbers on the role of both schools and
academies, although academies receive their actual funding direct from the
Education Funding Agency (EFA).
10.14 The DSG is based on three blocks; schools, early years and high needs:
The schools block is calculated based on the number of pupils on roll at a
specific census date in October 2016.
The early years block is calculated based on the number of early years pupils
on roll at specific census dates in January 2017 and January 2018 and will not
be confirmed until after the end of the financial year, so budget allocations to
providers will be based on forecasts and adjusted once the actual figures are
known.

A rebase-lining exercise took place in the summer to realign expenditure
between the blocks, so that the high needs block is now based on 2015/16
budgeted expenditure. The EFA have indicated that there will be an uplift
applied, although we await the details of this.
10.15 In 2017/18 the DSG Schools Block has been increased by £0.67m to reflect
movement of retained duties Education Services Grant (ESG) funding into the
DSG (see above). Further detail of the split of former ESG duties to be included
under this arrangement will be included in the DfE’s consultation on The School
and Early Years Finance Regulations expected later this year.
10.16 In 2017/18 the High Needs Block has been increased by £0.67m for transfer of
funding from post 16 budget. It is assumed that this will be recouped by the DfE to
pay for the current placements, so is anticipated to be a nil financial impact in the
short-term.
10.17 In September 2017 the 15 hours free childcare entitlement will increase to 30
hours free for working families. The government have announced that nationally
funding will be increased by £300m pa to increase the national average hourly rate
paid to providers to £4.88. Indicative figures have been received; these will be
confirmed in mid-December. The figures in the table below do not include either
the income or the expenditure for the increased take up from 15 hours to 30 hours,
although these should have a net nil impact on the DSG.
10.18 The DfE conducted a consultation of the national funding formula during spring
2016, the results of which are due to be published in the autumn along with phase
2 of the consultation. It is anticipated that a national funding formula will be
implemented in April 2018, making future year estimates difficult. Our estimated
DSG for 2018/19 is calculated by using current unit costs and projected pupil
population data and assuming that a national formula is not implemented.
10.19 A summary of Milton Keynes Council’s estimated DSG for 2017/18 and 2018/19 is
set out in Table 6:
Table 6: Forecast Dedicated Schools Grant for 2017/18 to 2018/19
DSG Income / Expenditure
Schools Block
Early Years Block
High Needs Block
Total Income
Individual School Budgets
Central Spend – LA
Central Spend – Schools
Early Years Block
High Needs Block
Total Expenditure
In Year Total
Estimated Balance B/fwd
Estimated Balance C/fwd

2017/18
£m
(184.268)
(17.813)
(29.282)
(231.363)
175.908
1.100
1.391
17.813
34.103
230.315
(1.048)
1.048
0.000

2018/19
£m
(190.744)
(18.199)
(29.282)
(238.225)
180.851
1.100
1.449
18.199
36.626
238.225
(0.000)
0.000
(0.000)

10.20 As Milton Keynes continues to expand, the Council needs to provide a significant
number of additional school places. This poses a considerable challenge, as the
cost of these additional school places is not immediately reflected in the DSG, due
to the delayed manner in how it is calculated by the national Government.
10.21 There is a budgeted forecast deficit on the DSG of £0.120m in 2016/17, although
the latest (period 5) in-year forecast shows this is likely to increase to £1.048m.
Given the likely implementation of a national funding formula in April 2018 it is
prudent to minimise this deficit position where possible.
10.22 There continues to be pressures on the DSG relating to an increase in the number
and complexity of need of children being placed in special schools and a general
increase in school places required. In order to meet these pressures it has been
necessary to reduce all of the formula factors by 1.5% in the primary and
secondary sectors. Although schools are still protected by the minimum funding
guarantee which protects schools to a maximum of a 1.5% reduction per pupil.
10.23 There is a risk around the funding of the proposed new special school, as the
current national position does not fund any increases in high needs place numbers
within a local authority, although local authorities are permitted to reallocate places
between institutions. As this is an organisational change, which has been funded
in the past, it is not yet certain if the DfE will fund the increase in high needs
places at this school, although a consultation on changes to high needs funding is
anticipated in the autumn, which may contain further information on the issue.
Specific Grants
10.24 We also receive a number of specific grants, although the number and value of
these have and will continue to reduce. These grants are in some cases “ring
fenced” to individual activities, so spending is dictated along with the funding.
Some specific grants are not ring fenced, which means that the Council can
choose how funding is spent in accordance with local priorities (even where a
grant was previously linked to a specific service or priority). The specific grants we
are expecting to receive are as follows:

Table 7: Specific Grants
2016/17
£m

2017/18
£m

2018/19
£m

2019/20
£m

Non-ring fenced Grants:
Benefits Administration Grant
NNDR Administration Grant

(1.329)
(0.374)

(1.179)
(0.374)

(1.029)
(0.374)

(0.879)
(0.374)

Extended Right to Travel

(0.053)

(0.053)

(0.053)

(0.053)

Throughcare & Aftercare

(0.053)

(0.053)

(0.053)

(0.053)

Strengthening Accommodation Grant

(0.070)

(0.070)

(0.070)

(0.070)

Strengthening Families Grant

(0.755)

(0.755)

(0.755)

(0.755)

Business Rates Retention Tax Loss Reimbursement

(2.050)

(2.091)

(2.133)

(2.175)

Total Non-ring fenced Grants

(4.683)

(4.574)

(4.466)

(4.359)

Mandatory Rent Allowances: Subsidy

(67.607)

(67.607)

(67.607)

(67.607)

Mandatory Rent Rebates outside HRA: Subsidy

(29.952)

(29.952)

(29.952)

(29.952)

Pupil Premium Grant

(8.150)

(8.313)

(8.479)

(8.649)

Sixth form funding from Education Funding Agency

(7.055)

(7.196)

(7.340)

(7.487)

Skills Funding Agency Grant

(0.716)

(0.716)

(0.716)

(0.716)

Discretionary Housing Payments

(0.430)

(0.430)

(0.430)

(0.430)

Youth Offending Team Grant

(0.246)

(0.221)

(0.199)

(0.179)

Local Reform & Community Voices Grant

(0.122)

(0.122)

(0.122)

(0.122)

Prison Specific Grant

(0.106)

(0.106)

(0.106)

(0.106)

Milk Subsidy

(0.115)

(0.115)

(0.115)

(0.115)

Bus Service Operators Grant

(0.028)

(0.028)

(0.028)

(0.028)

Bury Field Common Grant

(0.024)

(0.024)

(0.024)

(0.024)

Asylum Seekers Grant

(1.266)

(1.519)

(1.519)

(1.519)

Special Educational Needs (SEN) Reform Grant

(0.174)

(0.174)

(0.174)

(0.174)

Staying Put Grant

(0.039)

(0.039)

(0.039)

(0.039)

(0.070)
(116.101)
(120.784)

(0.070)
(116.633)
(121.208)

(0.070)
(116.922)
(121.387)

(0.070)
(117.218)
(121.577)

Ring Fenced Grants:

Looked After Children Remand Grant
Total Ring Fenced Grants
Total Specific Grants

11 Reserves and Balances
11.1 When setting its Budget, the Council must have regard to the level of reserves
needed to mitigate against both known and unknown risks and issues. A risk
assessment of the General Fund Balances informs the Corporate Director,
Resources view of the adequacy of reserves to provide assurance to the Budget.
This is a statutory requirement.

11.2 A general risk assessment carried out alongside the development of the 2016/17
Budget, showed that the minimum prudent level of reserves continues to remain at
£7m. However, this will be reviewed alongside the development of the 2017/18
Budget. It is likely that this level will not reduce, but there may be a requirement for
an increase depending on the revised levels of risk. We will also need to reassess
the level of the Budget Risk Reserve, previously set at £3.0m. At present the
forecast outturn is showing that the majority (£2.6m) of this reserve is required to
offset the current forecast overspend. Action is being taken to identify if there are
any opportunities to further reduce costs or implement future savings to mitigate
this position during the financial year.
11.3 In addition to the General Fund Balance, the Council keeps a number of
earmarked reserves on the Balance Sheet. Some are required to be held for
statutory reasons, some are needed to comply with proper accounting practice,
and others have been set up voluntarily to earmark resources for future spending
plans or potential liabilities.
Table 8: Reserves Analysis
2013/14
£'000

2014/15
£'000

2015/16
£'000

HRA Earmarked Reserves
S106 planning gains reserve
Reserves committed as part of Budget
process
Other known commitments
Other
Total Earmarked Reserves

(3,046)
(1,176)

(5,534)
(1,994)

(7,143)
(1,490)

(31,505)
(15,201)
(6,764)
(57,692)

(39,582)
(11,817)
(8,829)
(67,756)

(48,032)
(16,017)
(8,898)
(81,580)

Capital
General Fund Balance
Schools / DSG Balance
Total

(11,171)
(9,853)
(10,150)
(88,865)

(14,066)
(8,877)
(10,275)
(100,974)

(38,733)
(7,000)
(11,631)
(138,944)

11.4 The position above highlights the fact that General Fund Balances are at and are
forecast to remain at the minimum prudent level. We have used reserves to
finance a number of specific items to minimise revenue expenditure costs or to
deliver savings, for example the Highways Infrastructure Reserve and Local
Government Debt Reserve, this has caused the levels of reserves to increase in
headline terms, but this is already fully committed.
11.5 In addition there are a number of reserves which address the difference in timing
between cash receipt and payment, for example the New Homes Bonus reserve,
which is fully committed to major schemes and S106 reserve where the majority of
funding is committed to future schemes in the capital programme. A reserve has
been created to help manage the turbulence and risks in the Business Rates
regime. Amounts received have varied considerably between years; we have used
£6.0m from the risk reserve in 2015/16 to ensure we did not have to reduce
service delivery in year. This funding source has shown itself to be complex and
variable, which significantly increases the income risk to the Council.
11.6 Overall the capacity in general reserves (General Fund Balances and other
reserves), has reduced over the last three years as reserves have been used to

support one-off expenditure in the budget process. General reserves and
balances represent less than 8% of the Council’s net expenditure and just 3% of
gross expenditure.
11.7 One of the key underpinning financial principles of the FSP is to not use the
Council’s Reserves (and other one-off resources) as a primary method to balance
the ongoing pressures in the Budget. Earmarked reserves are now used for
specific one-off purposes to support the delivery of corporate objectives and to
mitigate risks.
12

Summary of Available Resources

12.1 The total ongoing resources forecast to be available over the medium-term are
shown in Table 9.
Table 9: Summary of Available Resources over MTFS Period

Revenue Support
Grant
Retained Business
Rates
Education Services
Grant
Specific Grant
Funding Reductions
Ctax incl Precepts
Public Health
Total Funding

2016/17
£m

2017/18
£m

2018/19
£m

2019/20
£m

2020/21
£m

(26.505)

(17.406)

(11.476)

(5.502)

0.000

(48.300)

(46.800)

(47.800)

(47.800)

(47.800)

(2.981)

(0.700)

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000
(102.735)
(11.876)
(192.398)

0.500
(108.337)
(11.700)
(184.443)

0.500
(113.806)
(11.400)
(183.982)

0.500
(119.559))
(11.100)
(183.461)

0.500
(123.299)
(11.100)
(181.699)

12.2 Specific grants and the Better Care Fund are offset against expenditure within
services, so are not shown in the table above. The Dedicated Schools Grant is
treated as a separate ring-fenced grant, where contributions, if agreed by the
Schools Forum reduce expenditure, so again this is excluded from the resources
table. The New Homes Bonus is spent on specific programmes (usually capital
schemes) and is shown as resources against these schemes rather than a general
contribution. In general, this shows that Government funding will continue to reduce,
although the impact is partially offset by increases in Council Tax (through raising
charges and an increase in the number of properties) including the Adult Social
Care Precept. This reflects a shift in council’s being supported by local income
rather than national funding.
13

The Challenge Ahead

13.1 The combination of substantial increases in demand for services and continued
cuts to Government funding is creating an ongoing need to generate cost
reductions or increase income. In total we need to address £56m of financial
pressures over the next four years. Some of these pressures (£33m) will result in
funding being reinvested into statutory demand led services.
13.2 Table 10, shows the financial pressures we must address over the next four years.
So far, we have identified specific proposals which could address up to £30m of
these financial pressures but there is still work to do to close the gap. The

Financial Strategy and the ongoing schemes which should address this position,
are shown in section 21.5.
Table 10: Medium Term Financial Forecast

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

Total
2017/18
to
2020/21
£m

1.653
2.823
3.390

(0.038)
1.333
1.078

0.092
2.243
0.600

0.098
2.230
0.600

0.404
2.262
0.800

0.556
8.068
3.078

11.318
10.009
7.803
36.997

10.020
8.726
13.556
34.675

7.970
6.447
5.930
23.282

7.914
5.750
5.974
22.566

7.759
0.000
5.502
16.726

33.663
20.923
30.962
97.249

(6.293)
(10.009)
20.695

(5.602)
(8.726)
20.347

(5.469)
(6.447)
11.366

(5.753)
(5.750)
11.063

(3.740)
0.000
12.986

(20.563)
(20.923)
55.762

(10.083)
(5.053)
(6.434)
(0.875)
(0.875)

(8.499)
(4.525)
(6.449)
0.875
0.000

(3.148)
(0.061)
(1.335)
6.822
6.822

(0.480)
(1.800)
(0.027)
8.757
15.579

(0.366)
(2.000)
(0.028)
10.592
26.170

(12.493)
(8.386)
(7.839)
26.170

2016/17

Technical Adjustment
Inflation
Corporate Pressures
Other ongoing
pressures
One-off pressures
Funding Reduction
Total Pressures
Additional Income
(Council tax)
Less one-off funding
Savings Requirement
Savings - Smarter
Savings - Sustainable
Savings - Different
Total current gap
Cumulative gap

2017/18 2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

13.3 The ongoing increase in demand alongside ongoing cuts to Government funding
results in the following position:

Chart 8: The Financial Gap

Budget
Pressures

£26m Gap
gap

£60m

£34m Savings
Grant
Reduction

14 Approach to Capital
14.1 We see our capital spending and assets to be an essential part of addressing the
medium term financial challenge. This is for three main reasons:
Funding Source - The assets we hold need to be used as effectively as possible to
release funding or generate income in the future. For example, we have agreed
with a major developer to facilitate the sale and development of over 2,500
properties in our Western Expansion Area and we are identifying opportunities to
build houses on smaller parcels of land. We are also releasing properties and sites
we no longer need to save money in maintenance and running costs while also
generating capital receipts.
Invest to Save – We are identifying schemes which can deliver cost reductions or
investment income to support the financial position over the medium term. For
example, the Residual Waste Treatment Facility, which has given the opportunity
to sell the spare capacity to generate income, photovoltaic cells on rooves of
buildings and moving to LED lighting in street lamps to reduce running costs and
replacing bollards with more flexible versions and without lighting. These schemes
are essential to our long term financial sustainability.
Flexible use of capital receipts (see section 15) – A new flexibility is available to
use capital receipts generated from 2016/17 to fund the one-off revenue (or
capital) costs of transformation. This is particularly significant as in previous years
we have had a number of items where we were building funding into the base
budget to prepare for investment, which provided one-off resources. These items
have all now been committed so our previous sources of one-off funding are
significantly reduced.

15

Flexible Use of Capital Receipts

15.1 From 2016 a new national directive has allowed local authorities to use capital
receipts to fund the revenue costs of transition. This directive only applies to new
capital receipts from 2016/17. Local authorities cannot borrow to fund the costs of
change. The plans for using this new power need to be notified to the Department
for Communities and Local Government before the beginning of the financial year
and individual projects using this power need to be declared as part of the Budget
process and Medium Term Financial Strategy. At present new capital receipts are
being used to fund the demand for capital expenditure which arises from the
growth of Milton Keynes and the relatively high cost infrastructure which needs to
be maintained. We are also using capital investment to deliver ICT and
accommodation changes to reduce costs.
15.2 We would potentially wish to use capital receipts flexibly to support the following
projects;
Changes to Revenues and Benefits and Adult Social Care System
Future Working Programme (see section 21.28)
Customer Services Programme (see section 21.29)
16

Capital Principles

16.1 There are a number of principles which we apply to capital, which have been
previously endorsed by the Cabinet. These are:
Emerging pressures are managed within existing cash limits - new capital
schemes are not added in year, unless there is an explicit decision to reprioritise the Capital Programme removing schemes if necessary. All schemes
in the Capital Programme must be fully funded.
Spending is aligned to Key Priorities - capital schemes will be prioritised based
on information arising from Asset Management Plan work and the Local
Investment Plan (LIP).
Income is only included in the budget when supported by robust proposals and
is therefore deliverable - capital schemes relying on funding from external
parties will only be given spend approval when funding is confirmed.
Expenditure against capital receipts will normally only be agreed once received.
Future liabilities are anticipated - The need to maintain the Council’s assets is
recognised and given priority within the Capital Programme. The Council has
developed a long-term investment strategy to outline how future asset needs
can be funded. This will ensure the financial impact of known future liabilities is
adequately managed. In addition before committing to a scheme the revenue
implications are considered and the asset/ investment are designed to be
financially sustainable.
Budgets are sustainable - Council budgets recognise that sales of assets alone
are not a sustainable method of funding the capital programme over the
medium-term. The Council needs to anticipate finding shortfalls in the Capital
Programme and build into its revenue budget the capacity to borrow or make
revenue contributions to capital in order to ensure essential infrastructure is
provided.
Base Budget / One-off expenditure/ Capital expenditure are distinguished.

Capital schemes: Allocation of resources is separate from expenditure approval
to spend.
Capital and revenue planning needs to be integrated to ensure implications are
fully anticipated.
The use of specific grant funding does not lead to budget pressures - where
grant funding is made available to schemes there needs to be an explicit
assessment of risk. In particular, on complex schemes where grant funding is
fixed, the Council needs to recognise it would have to wholly fund any
overspend.
Reduce our dependency on reserves as a primary source to balance the budget
- funding from rephasing creates significant risks around the Capital
Programme, particularly where resources are constrained and future
programmes are likely to diminish. For this reason, rephasing will not be used to
fund schemes. This is a more prudent approach to fund schemes, when the
specific resources allocated to the schemes have been identified and secured.
17 Allocating Capital Resources
17.1 Diagram 2: Drivers Influencing the Allocation of Capital Resources

Invest to Save/
Income
Generation
Better use of assets
1. Rationalise assets to
realise receipts
2. Asset Management to
reduce running costs
3. Delivery of additional
housing

1. Street Lighting &
Highways
2. Future Work
Programme and new
ways of working
3. Temporary
Accommodation

MK Futures
1. Hub of Cambridge-MK-Oxford
Arc
2. MK:IT
3. Learning 2050
4. Smart, Shared, Sustainable
Mobility
5. Renaissance: CMK
6. MK: Creative and Cultured City

4. Delivery of Regeneration

17.2 The needs arising from growth are a major driver for capital resources. While we
receive contributions from developers towards this expansion activity our latest
Local Investment Plan (March 2015) showed that the critical and necessary
infrastructure to deliver current planned housing will cost over £800m, of which
£217m of funding has yet to be identified. However, we know that to deliver
successful growth the key elements of infrastructure need to be in place before
housing growth takes place.
17.3 We will always need to meet our statutory requirements, which include essential
health and safety works on highways and infrastructure and ensuring every child
has a school place. In 2016/17 we are delivering 6 new primary schools, 2 new

secondary schools and 11 major expansions.
17.4 We are looking for opportunities where capital expenditure will result in either new
income streams for the council or reduced costs. These schemes are fundamental
to our sustainability plan. These schemes include alternative ways of providing
accommodation for homelessness and care leavers, as well as energy efficiency
schemes.
17.5 There are a number of schemes in the capital programme which contribute to the
delivery of the Council Plan, for example the new house building programme
(£12m) and the purchasing of existing housing (£8m), which increases supply of
social housing and reduces the need for temporary accommodation. We are
contributing to the dualling of the A421 (£3m) and East West Rail (£7.6m), which
will improve the connectivity of Milton Keynes and encourage economic growth.
We are also continuing to invest in Broadband. The chart below shows some of
the major schemes and how they contribute to the Council Plan.
Diagram 3: The MK Council Plan and Major Supporting Schemes
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17.6 The SMART property programme has been rationalising our property and asset
portfolio and has given a clearer direction of travel in terms of buildings we should
retain. This project has also identified issues with the stock we are planning to
retain, so part of the programme needs to address property issues.
17.7 While some funding allocations have Government guidelines for spending, we will
use the resources we have available to meet our local priorities in the most
effective manner across service areas. Ring-fenced funding is always spent in
accordance with requirements.
17.8 In light of the revenue funding position of the Council, we will only use prudential
borrowing on schemes which generate an income stream, to avoid adding further
pressures to the revenue budget.

18 Estimating Capital Resources
18.1 There are a number of different funding sources for the capital programme, the
main funding sources and the key assumptions are as follows:
Single Capital Pot - a single allocation, together with specific individual national
Government Department guidelines as to how it should be allocated. We
estimate the future years allocations based on previous years where figures
have yet to be confirmed.
Prudential Borrowing – powers under the Prudential Code allow local authorities
to borrow money to finance capital projects so long as the impact on revenue
budget is affordable. The revenue impacts of prudential borrowing must be built
into the revenue budget each year. Overall borrowing decisions are made at a
strategic level in accordance with the Prudential Code under the Council’s
Treasury Management Strategy. We currently only use prudential borrowing for
spend to save schemes, such as the investment in Highways and Infrastructure
assets and the Residual Waste Treatment Facility. Prudential borrowing
assumptions reflect the cost of specific projects, where this is a cost effective
means of financing.
Developer contributions – used to support expansion of the borough either as a
result of specific grants or through the use of S106 agreements with developers.
The purpose of S106 agreements is to provide for specific infrastructure needs
made necessary by new development. In Milton Keynes this also includes funds
allocated from the Tariff. Developer contributions are incorporated into the
estimated programme based on individual eligible schemes.
Capital Receipts - resources generated by the sale of land or assets. Milton
Keynes Council policy is that General Fund capital receipts are not allocated or
committed prior to receipt unless inextricably linked to a specific project. We
have included estimated levels of capital receipts over the medium term,
reflecting assets which have been identified for disposal. The major source of
capital receipts over the next 10 years will be from the agreement to facilitate
the development of the Council’s land in the Western Expansion Area.

National Government Grants - these resources often come with a high degree
of ring-fencing or specified purpose requirements attached to the funding,
although some are not ring-fenced. The biggest source of grant funding is for
expansion of school places. The Department for Education only announce
funding allocations on an annual basis based on the return we submit showing
the demand for school places. While in some years we have been successful in
generating higher than expected contributions to schemes, estimates include an
average level of income for future years.
Third Party Contributions - other funds provided by third parties, normally to
supplement Council contributions from its other resources. These are included
in the forecast position where known to supplement funding for individual
projects.
Revenue Contributions - direct financing of capital expenditure from revenue
resources. The current shortfall in revenue funding means that the only revenue
contributions to capital reflect the investment from tenants rents to
improvements in the housing stock.
New Homes Bonus – this is a grant received as a result of an increase in
Homes in Milton Keynes. This grant is not ring-fenced. Cabinet have agreed
priorities for the use of New Homes Bonus to deliver key strategies, including
the Core Strategy; Economic Development Strategy; Local Investment Plan;
Regeneration Strategy and Housing Strategies. The outcome on a consultation
to determine the distribution of this funding in future has yet to be announced.
As a result we have only committed a small amount (£2.0m) unconfirmed
funding for 2017/18.
Table 11: Forecast Capital Resources

Funding source
Capital Receipts
Developer Contribution
New Homes Bonus
Parking Reserve
Prudential Borrowing
Single Capital Pot
Grant
Revenue
Third Party Cont
MRR
Total

2017/18
£m
4.515
10.201
7.693
0.050
20.235
41.484
0.000
12.956
0.050
15.648
112.832

2018/19
£m

2019/20
£m

2020/21
£m

1.520
12.037
0.610
0.050
7.968
43.483
12.500
9.541
0.195
9.780
97.684

3.220
2.989
0.510
0.050
23.208
23.756
6.115
9.541
0.050
9.780
79.219

0.470
5.360
0.000
0.000
2.318
18.187
5.739
9.541
0.000
9.780
51.395

2021/22
Onwards Total
£m
£m
0.250
18.923
2.711
0.000
4.140
35.161
12.778
0.000
0.000
0.000
73.964

9.975
49.510
11.524
0.150
57.869
162.071
37.132
41.579
0.295
44.988
415.093

18.2 Both in total and at the individual resource level these are at best prudent
estimates of future resources, but may be subject to change. The medium term
position will continue to be updated on a regular basis.

19 Forecast Capital Expenditure
19.1 In order to assess our capital expenditure needs we have to consider a number of
different issues (as set out in section 18.1). We are currently completing a refresh
of the programme, but having updated most areas, the forecast expenditure
position is as follows:
Table 12: Forecast Milton Keynes Council Capital Expenditure
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

£m

£m

£m

£m

Education – Continuing Schemes
Education – New Starts

27.648
5.067

16.015
32.668

5.610
18.481

0.000
12.470

Onward
£m
0.000
55.943

Transport – Continuing Schemes

5.200

3.987

2.605

0.910

4.480

Transport – New Starts
Social Care & Housing GF –
Continuing Schemes
Social Care & Housing GF – New
Schemes

14.992

16.059

14.933

11.513

15.545

0.154

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.871

0.871

0.871

0.871

0.000

Housing HRA – Continuing Schemes

0.868

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Housing HRA – New Starts

36.172

19.541

19.541

19.541

0.000

EPCS – Continuing Schemes
Strategic Pot– New Starts

8.393
8.083

0.865
4.001

19.784
4.167

0.020
4.547

0.000
0.500

107.448

94.007

85.992

49.872

76.468

TOTAL Expenditure

19.2 The forecast Medium Term Capital Programme will deliver major investment in
Milton Keynes. Some of these items are as follows:
The Children and Families Programme includes a number of school expansions
to increase the number of pupil places; and 6 new primary schools 2 new
secondary schools and 11 major expansions will commence from 2016/17
onwards.
The Council is continuing to fund the building of up to 200 new homes to
address the increasing demand for affordable Housing.
Prudential borrowing continues to enable the backlog maintenance issues on
highways and infrastructure to be addressed and street lights to be replaced
and become more energy efficient through trimming and dimming works.
The Future Work Programme which will result in improvements to Council office
accommodation, supporting new ways of working and reducing the costs of
Council office accommodation.
ICT investment in systems replacement and infrastructure to reduce the costs of
support and maintenance and to enable workforce efficiencies through better
use of technology.

20 Summary Capital Programme
20.1 Table 13 shows a summary of the capital position over the MTFS period and the
resources allocated in the Capital Programme.
Table 13: Forecast Summary of Capital Resources and Expenditure
2017/18
£m

2018/19
£m

2019/20
£m

2020/21
£m

2021/22
Onward
£m

Capital Expenditure

107.448

94.007

85.992

49.872

76.468

Capital Resources

112.832

97.684

79.219

51.395

73.963

Net Position
(surplus) / deficit

(5.384)

(3.677)

6.773

(1.523)

2.505

Cumulative Position
(surplus) / deficit

(5.384)

(9.061)

(2.288)

(3.811)

(1.306)

20.2 While this headline position shows that the capital expenditure needs are
affordable for the medium term, we are currently developing a new Multi-Modal
Transport analysis which is expected to highlight some significant shortfalls in
transport capacity. Part of the MK Futures work is considering how different
solutions to travel and transport can be developed based on new technology and
innovative solutions. But it is still expected that significant investment will be
required in the highway network. Our current spend on highways and
infrastructure exceeds Government funding allocations so this is likely to be a
challenge for the future.
20.3 We also face considerable additional challenges to fund school place
requirements, due to a higher than anticipated pupil yield in growth areas and
previous levels of Government funding. We are starting to see some schemes
being delivered through alternative Department for Education programmes, which
could relieve some of this financial burden but this is yet uncertain.
20.4 The long term investment programme is being reviewed but it still reflects the fact
additional funding will be required to deliver some of the key infrastructure to
sustain growth.
21 Reaching a Sustainable Financial Position
A Fair Financial Settlement
21.1 We believe strongly that Milton Keynes needs a fairer funding distribution if we are
to sustain a positive local attitude to growth and continue to deliver high rates of
year on year expansion. The current changes to local government funding are a
once in a generation opportunity to ensure that the needs of growing places are
adequately reflected in the funding methodology to ensure services can be
delivered at a comparable level with other councils. We can evidence the fact that
the current approach to funding, which does not recognise the demands of growth,
not only fails incentivise growth it actually creates penalties for rapidly growing
areas.
21.2 Milton Keynes has grown at a rate of between 1,000 and 1,700 houses per year

for the last five years and this growth is expected to continue. Growth of this scale
creates an additional cost for running services for an expanding community. We
have estimated these costs to be in the region of £6.0m pa (about 70% of our
annual Budget pressures). This is partially offset by additional Council Tax income
which is around £1.1m pa from the increase in number of properties, but this
additional income is now offset by a greater reduction in Revenue Support Grant.
These costs are not simply one-off costs but are compounded year on year by
continued growth. On average our annual benefit from the Business Rates
Retention system has been a benefit of around £2.5m, although this has varied
considerably from year to year.
21.3 This means on an annual basis, the Council is £2.4m worse off because its
population is growing and this is an issue for the current population, who continue
to support the growth agenda. The extent of the financial strain on the existing
population is reflected in the financial strain it places on the Council, so whilst in
year 1 the additional service pressures which need to be funded from the budget
is £2.4m, by year 2 this amounts to £4.8m against a background of reductions in
the absolute level of resources available to the Authority.
21.4 We will continue to provide input into the national review of funding to achieve a
successful outcome for Milton Keynes. Changes to the funding system are not
anticipated to take effect until 2020/21, however, this change will be essential to
the long term sustainability of the Council.
Financial Strategy
21.5 We need to identify £56m of cost reductions or increases in income over the next
4 years to achieve financial sustainability. To date, £30m has been identified
which leaves £26m still to address. The final year of this period will be after the
changes to the funding regime, which if there is greater recognition of the costs of
growth, may lead to additional funding. However, we are still working on a position
to reach financial sustainability, initially for the medium term, and once the funding
regime is known, for the long – term.
21.6 Our financial strategy is set out below.

Future Direction for the Council
21.7 We have recognised we need to change if we are to be sustainable, the diagram
below sets out the major changes we are currently making to the way we will
deliver services.
Diagram 4: Future Delivery Model for the Council
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21.8 In 2015 the Council committed to being a co-operative Council. We are clear that
we cannot continue to run a wide range of services including; landscaping, street
cleansing, play areas, community facilities, arts and sports and some non statutory
care services in the way we have in the past. We are committed to working with a
range of voluntary sector organisations, town and parish councils and other parties
to redesign service delivery and find alternative solutions, which will reduce the
costs for the Council.
21.9 Initial discussions and engagement with a range of Parish and Town Councils in
MK has been underway in recent months. To aid individual discussions, examples
of practice elsewhere in the country - for example, Swindon - has been used as a
starting point. At present, no proposals have been brought forward. As matters
progress, the Cabinet Member for Place is committed to continuing her close
engagement with The Parishes Forum, the relevant consultative in the
circumstances. Once discussions have developed such that formal proposals are
to be tabled for consideration by The Parishes Forum, Ward councillors will be
engaged and consulted in line with agreed practice.
21.10 In December 2015 the Council created a partnership with Mears to deliver
regeneration in parts of Milton Keynes. This is more than simply addressing

housing issues. The partnership is intended to address the deprivation issues in
these estates currently, improve housing and economic prosperity, which should
have a wider impact than just for the current residents. The contract also provided
a more effective and efficient repairs and maintenance contract for our housing
stock.
21.11 We are currently exploring how to integrate services more cost effectively with
health partners. This may result in a different form of delivery, but fundamentally it
will reduce costs while improving the way the whole system operates to deliver a
more effective service for residents. We are in the early stages of this work, so the
details are not yet known, but as this develops the financial impact will be built into
the medium term financial position.
21.12 We have already joined LGSS, which is a shared service partnership with
Northamptonshire and Cambridgeshire County Councils. This arrangement covers
services such as Finance, HR, ICT, Internal Audit, Insurance, Procurement and
Revenues and Benefits. While the direct benefits of this arrangement will deliver
£1.6m savings over the next four years, we are using this relationship as a
platform to explore greater efficiency opportunities, for example through more
joined up procurement and potentially extending the current scope of services. It is
also anticipated that LGSS will continue to grow, which will benefit existing
partners. We are also looking at other areas where the partnership could be
extended, or where other shared service arrangements may be appropriate.
21.13 As an area we have been working with our Local Enterprise Partnership on a more
strategic approach. We are working with other authorities to develop a regional
approach to major infrastructure (which crosses local authority borders) and
transport solutions. We are also working closely with other authorities to determine
how best to extend collaboration to create a more effective economic and strategic
growth position for the region. This work is complex and takes time, but we would
hope to realise both more efficient service delivery and a better economic outcome
for the region, which would benefit Milton Keynes as a result.
21.14 In November 2015 the Cabinet approved the exploration of a joint venture
partnership to:
Generate efficiencies in any MKC service, unless specifically excluded, so as
to secure cost reduction.
Create new commercial offers or to enhance the existing offers from any MKC
service, unless specifically excluded, with an income share for MKC as a
result.
Offer a partner the opportunity to work collaboratively with the Council in
developing major investment schemes, so as to maximise ongoing income or
generate capital receipts. The scope of the delegation to this vehicle will of
course need to be confirmed in the light of potential risks or the type of
proposals which may emerge.
21.15 We have completed some initial supplier engagement and have planned two
formal supplier engagement days to inform the proposal to market. In parallel, we
have also undertaken an in-house assessment (supported by external challenge)
of the potential for services and the opportunities they could pose. This work will
result in a recommendation to Cabinet which outlines how we can make the most
of this opportunity. One of the benefits of this type of partnership is the additional
capacity that it will provide, which will enable us to progress potential investment

opportunities which will provide income to the Council. This is a key element of our
future financial sustainability.
Other Projects and Programmes
SMART Property
21.16 The management and planning of our accommodation used to be led by individual
services. We have recognised that we need to take a more strategic approach to
determining our property requirements and look for opportunities to release and
reduce the buildings and assets we own and operate. Over the last two years we
have been working to assess our properties needs and the current assets we own.
This has resulted in both sites and properties being identified for sale or for
redevelopment. This will generate capital receipts for the Council and also reduce
our running costs.
21.17 In addition, we have also changed the management of premises, to consolidate
contracts and take a planned approach to maintenance and investment.
Waste Strategy
21.18 We are currently reviewing our waste strategy to consider how we collect and
dispose of waste. We have made an investment of £129m into a new residual
waste treatment facility which will increase our rates of recycling and reduce the
costs of landfill. We are working with contractors and external advisors to consider
alternative approaches to meeting our waste disposal requirements, while
reducing the costs to the Council. The strategy is expected to be approved in
March 2017, with the financial implications being incorporated into the Medium
Term Financial Plan.

Smart City – Transport Programme
21.19 The application of Smart City / Transportation technology has both short term and
long term financial benefits.

Investment
21.20 Smart city development, particularly in the transport area is a current focus for
government investment, typically in the form of grants. These grants, won through
competition can provide a source of funding to support and demonstrate the
benefits of Smart technology. Seeking funding in this form can secure internal
resources and through the demonstration project reduce the risk to the Council in
applying large scale deployment of untried technology. Presently there is in the
region of £200-£500m available in this area (based on current and previous
autumn statements). Significant EU grants are also available through the Horizon
2020 type process.
21.21 Recent success in this area includes grants to deploy electric buses (2), electric
vehicles, autonomous vehicles, MK Smart Hub and sensor trials. In addition to the
direct benefits of specific trials the project activity in the city helps grow MKs
increasingly global reputation as a progressive and innovative city. This helps

attract market the city as a destination and attract business investment in priority
knowledge intensive industries.
Current Issues
21.22 The longer (mid) term (say within 5 years) the application of the principles of
Mobility as a Service will become more mainstream – this is fully recognised in the
MK Futures work, and the focus of one of the six ‘big’ projects. This concept
places the individual (MK resident) at the core of transport services. Customers
will more and more demand that transport services adapt to the individual’s
requirement rather than the current model of ‘forcing’ behaviour change to meet
the current service levels/patterns.
21.23 The application of technology is required to shift to this position. Providing real
time data supports the creation of new business models which will disrupt the
current operating model. Specifically this in the shorter term provide opportunities
for:
Parking:
1. Parking, the deployment of sensors within MK parking areas can reduce the
cost of the current parking contract by reducing enforcement, providing pay at
exit technology, reduce investment required in parking infrastructure, (meters)
and within a short period move to completely cashless payments.
2. The technology can also allocate parking, raising the current usage of spaces
to close to 90%, this reduces the burden on the Council to supplying parking
spaces and may support increased / accelerated CMK development rates, if
the provision of parking is seen as a ‘block’.
3. The improved service level by giving real time information and routing to
spaces provides a better service for users and therefore could support
additional charges, as the consumer will be ‘buying’ a better product. Dynamic
pricing could feature within 5-10 years.
Public Transport
21.24 Mobility as a service will have a revolutionary impact on Public Transport over the
next 5 -10 years. Sharing mobility, either physically with another individual or in
the shared use of vehicles, will allow greater access to individual demands. This
model of anywhere to anywhere transport, at a time that suits will mean a greater
acceptance of this form of ‘public’ transport. The opportunity this brings to the
Council is to rely less on supported transport, both for large ‘buses’ and in some
circumstances individual or community journeys (all forms, home to school, health
and social).
1. On demand shared buses/taxis could remove the need for Council subsidised
buses. The service could provide shared community transport, and in some cases
bring efficiencies to home to school and ASC trips.
2. Autonomous City PODs have the capacity to support efficient parking (meet greet)
and give greater mobility/ accessibility across the city. Recent high level business
case development suggests a commercial model is viable. Work to define a city
centre hopper bus service recently suggested a significant subsidy would be
required for this type of operation.

Commissioning and Procurement
21.25 We believe we need to strengthen and develop our approach to commissioning
and procurement across the Council to take a more strategic perspective and to
maximise benefits. In February 2016 we had a Procurement Peer Review which
set out some key changes we need to make to governance; operations and
culture to achieve these benefits. Since this review our procurement service has
now been incorporated into the LGSS procurement service which provides greater
capacity to focus on specialist areas of knowledge. We are also actively looking for
opportunities for joint procurements and aggregations which would give a greater
market influence and support better contract management.
21.26 We are also looking at changing governance processes, to provide more focus
and challenge earlier in the process and ensure that a commissioning approach is
being followed which defines the services we require and considers a broad range
of ways of delivery. We appreciate that we will need to pursue alternative service
delivery methods and make choices about service provision if we are to become
financially sustainable.
21.27 One of the key elements of this work will also be exploring opportunities through
better contract management and renegotiation to reflect the changing
requirements of the Council.
Future Working Programme
21.28 The Future Working Programme (FWP) has two key drivers:
The primary driver, a reduction in our accommodation costs through reducing, in
short, our city centre buildings from two to one. This will reduce our running costs
by between £1.1m and £1.8m per year and release a property for alternative use.
The secondary driver, delivering change in the culture and day to day operations
of the Council by ending outdated working practices, through delivering a modern
working approach across all service areas. This modern working approach will be
delivered primarily through a better use of technology, leading to more efficient,
productive and cost effective working practices. We are currently working to
quantify these benefits.
Customer Services
21.29 The Customer Service Programme is a key enabler for the Council’s corporate
‘agile Council’ priority and is delivering continuous improvement, transformation
and efficiencies through re designing services ‘end to end’ from the point of
customer need through to the point the customer need is resolved. The key
outcomes for the programme are to ensure:
The customer experience is improved when accessing Council services which are
delivered on time and to the right standard through effective performance
management of the ‘end to end’ and regular customer feedback.
Costs are reduced through developing the website, apps and social media as the
main ways to access services, reducing more expensive methods of contact.

21.30

Benchmark costs for contact per channel are as follows:

Economic Development
21.31 Milton Keynes is successful in attracting new business and delivers in excess of
1.75 new jobs per house built. This is good for our local economy and enables
residents’ options to work in the locality. This also benefits the Council through the
retention of business rates. We will continue to work with business to make Milton
Keynes attractive and we will work with the Valuation Office to get new properties
and changes to businesses accurately recorded on the business rates list.
Investments
21.32 We have recognised that to reach financial sustainability we cannot simply rely on
reducing costs, we also need to increase our income. We are taking a more
commercial approach to investment and considering schemes which could
potentially generate an ongoing return. We will make any investment with
appropriate external advice and due diligence to ensure we safeguard our
resources. We have already made an investment in a temporary accommodation
property fund, which reduces our costs of homelessness as well as providing a
potential return. We are also working with the Milton Keynes Development
Partnership (MKDP) to consider other property investments to generate ongoing
income for the Council.
Workforce
21.33 The change in the operating model and focus for the Council means we need to
develop our remaining workforce to manage in a different environment. Our
workforce needs to be multi-skilled, flexible and agile to respond to the challenges
of local government for the future. In the last year we have focused on a number
of areas to support our workforce requirements including:
Beginning the implementation of a new Enterprise Resource Planning system,
which will reduce the costs of ICT support and will improve the management
reporting on our workforce for managers. The new system will go live in April
2017.
A focus on performance appraisals, we achieved a completion rate of 98.23%
for 2015/16 appraisals. This focus ensures that all staff have clear objectives;
targets and know how they are performing against core competencies.
We have also launched an employee benefits package which gives access to
salary sacrifice and other offers, as a way of rewarding our staff.
Development of people management skills of managers through in-house
training and other services.

21.34 The priorities for the future are as follows:
A continued focus on performance through an enhanced appraisal process.
This will ensure staff are delivering to organisational requirements; identify
where staff need development and highlight those whose performance is
exceptional.
Electronic disclose and barring system (e-DBS). This will be implemented in
2017 and will reduce the turnaround time for DBS checks to ensure new staff
recruited can be brought into the Council as soon as possible.
E-Recruitment, we are currently working on an e-recruitment system, which
will enable cost reductions and improve the recruitment process for the
Council.
Apprenticeships, there is a new levy introduced from 2017, which will mean
the Council is contributing to the cost of apprenticeships nationally. We also
want to make sure we develop apprenticeships in the Council to benefit from
the levy and to influence the workforce age profile and diversity. This is an
opportunity to attract new talent and fresh ideas for the future.
We will continue to focus on management development to ensure staff have
the key skills required for the future.
22 Treasury Management
22.1 Our Treasury Management Strategy provides the framework within which authority
is delegated to the Corporate Director Resources, to make decisions on the
management of debt and the investment of surplus funds. We are authorised to
borrow on a long-term basis to finance capital expenditure and short-term to deal
with cash flow fluctuations pending the receipt of revenues.
22.2 The detailed Treasury Management Strategy and Policy is updated on an annual
basis alongside the Budget Report.
22.3 The Council’s Investment Strategy outlines the investment priorities:
Security – protecting funds by managing the credit risk associated with
investment decisions.
Liquidity – the ability to fulfil spending obligations and maintain service
delivery.
Yield – achieve optimum returns on investments, consummate to the Council’s
appetite to risk.
22.4 The Prudential Code for Capital Finance incorporates a number of indicators
which are designed to ensure that:
Capital programmes are affordable.
External borrowing and other long-term liabilities are within prudent and
sustainable levels.
Treasury Management decisions are taken in line with professional good
practice.
22.5 Table 14 shows the medium-term borrowing forecast requirements against the
expected level of external debt held.
Table 14: Borrowing Requirement and External Debt

2016/17
£m

2017/18
£m

2018/19
£m

2019/20
£m

2020/21
£m

Borrowing Requirement
Opening Capital Financing
Requirement

543.325

688.334

703.125

706.656

723.417

129.162
15.653
4.500

0.000
10.025
0.000

0.000
7.796
0.000

0.000
5.433
0.000

0.000
2.298
0.000

0.077
0.000
1.515

5.210
5.000
0.134

0.038
0.000
0.000

17.776
0.000
0.000

0.020
0.000
0.000

(5.898)

(5.578)

(4.303)

(6.448)

(3.907)

688.334

703.125

706.656

723.417

721.828

Opening External Debt *

493.154

490.861

488.478

479.502

465.399

New borrowing
Scheduled Repayments
Fair Value adjustments *

0.000
(2.473)
0.180

0.000
(2.568)
0.185

0.000
(9.166)
0.190

0.000
(14.266)
0.163

0.000
(7.027)
0.000

Unsupported Borrowing:
Residual Waste Project
Infrastructure Investment
Homelessness Fund Investment
Anaerobic Digester Gas Injection
Plant
HRA New Build Programme
Other Schemes
Other net financing transactions
(MRP, Repayment of Historic
Prudential Borrowing)
Closing Capital Financing
Requirement
External Debt Position

* Fair value of zero-percent cash flow loans received as part of the transfer of
assets & responsibilities from the Homes and Communities Agency. The fair value
gain is amortised over the life of the loans by an annual fair value adjustment.
Chart 9: 2016-21 External Debt v Capital Financing Requirement
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22.6 The timing of external borrowing is a treasury management decision dependent on
expenditure forecasts, cash-flow resources and market conditions, and is not
directly associated with any particular items of expenditure (in line with legislation).
22.7 The difference between the Capital Financing Requirement and External Debt
position is referred to as ‘internal borrowing’ – the funding of capital financing
needs through the use of temporary cash-flow resources in lieu of external
borrowing.
This strategy is prudent in the current economic climate as
counterparty risk is high and investment returns are low.
22.8 Our borrowing plans incorporate funding a number of major investments:
A Residual Waste Treatment Facility; the current estimate is that the facility will
cost £129m and will be funded through prudential borrowing. The current
Medium Term Financial Strategy is creating a budget to meet these costs
through its Sustainability Items.
An investment programme for Highways Infrastructure funded through
prudential borrowing. The MTFS creates a budget to meet these costs through
its Sustainability Items.
A number of investment proposals are likely to be developed in the next 12 – 24
months which may impact on the level on future borrowing. At this point it is too
early to identify a specific requirement but where proposals are agreed a
prudent approach will be applied to manage the revenue and treasury
management impact of the change.
22.9 These infrastructure requirements will be closely monitored to determine if
additional revenue provision for prudential borrowing needs to be created through
the sustainability items.
22.10 In addition to these major schemes the Council undertakes borrowing to fund its
Capital Programme. The majority of national Government capital funding for the
medium-term is expected to be through capital grants rather than supported
borrowing, which reduces the requirement to borrow.
23 Risks
23.1 A critical element of the Sustainability Plan is to ensure that the financial
consequences of risk are adequately reflected in the Council’s finances. All of the
main risks that face the Council are considered in order to assess the likelihood of the
risk happening and the potential financial implications. The main risks for the 2017/18
Budget fall into three main categories:
•
•
•

Income and funding risks.
Demands for service delivery.
Delivery of savings.

Risk

Mitigation

General Fund – Income & funding Risks
The Localisation of Business Rates means
the Council is exposed to fluctuations in
Business Rate income.

Prudent forecasts of retained Business
Rate income are made. The impact of the
changes in rateable value, local business
growth and decline and the collection rate
is closely monitored to determine the likely
impact on Council funding.

The implementation of Universal Credit and
wider Welfare Reforms is likely to reduce
the Council’s income. As the Welfare
Reform’s affect the income individuals
receive, this is likely to impact on the
payment of Council Tax and Adult Social
Care fees and charges.

The 2017/18 Budget continues to include
an adjustment in the collection rate for
Council Tax, equivalent to a 0.48% in
income to allow some reduction in income
as a result of Welfare Reform. The
collection rate is closely monitored
throughout the year, to determine if income
projections need adjusting, or if action
needs to be taken. The Council is also
working proactively with tenants to support
their move to Universal Credit and
managing the financial arrangements to
minimise the impact.
Uncertainty in national Government
This MTFS has been developed based on
funding.
prudent forecasts. Funding assumptions
are based on the Local Government
Finance Settlement, and the latest local
forecast of Business Rate Retention.
However, there is still considerable
uncertainty due to the number of
consultations underway.
General Fund – Demands for Service Delivery
Growing demands on services
Future years’ budgets are developed based
on the latest assessment of activity to
ensure funding remains appropriate.
Demand led reserves have also been
created to address the potential financial
impact of higher than anticipated growth.
General Fund – Delivery of Savings
Loss of key staff to ensure service delivery
and manage major change projects.

Management and employee development
programmes have been implemented.
Workforce planning is being improved to
ensure succession and skills development
planning is considered. Ongoing training
and development needs are considered
through annual appraisal and management
processes.

Risk

Mitigation

Planned savings or cost reductions are not
achieved or are delayed.

The General Fund Balance has been
maintained at £7m and an additional
specific risk reserve is available to mitigate
against issues arising. This is assessed
alongside the Budget. The delivery risk in
relation to future pressures and savings will
continue to be assessed, and used to
inform the requirement for future reserves.

Capital
The cost of work required to repair and
maintain the Council’s infrastructure assets
exceeds the funding provision available.

We have an investment programme for
highways and infrastructure assets in the
medium-term. The Council is also
developing a better view of its long-term
requirements including in property and ICT,
to better inform this strategy.
The statutory requirement for the Council to The Council will continue to develop its
provide school places exceeds the funding modelling of future school place
available to meet this provision.
requirements and use this to lobby DfE for
additional funding to meet statutory
requirements.
Consequences of significant variations to
This is mitigated through formal monthly
planned expenditure against the capital
monitoring and management of schemes in
programme.
the programme, and a requirement that
spending commitments should not be
entered into without confirmation that
resources are available.
The Tariff presents both a risk and
We will regularly review the likely Tariff
opportunity to the Council. The ability to
income and expenditure and will manage
allocate funding for growth, based on the
the risks arising from the Tariff. A reserve
terms of the Tariff means that infrastructure has been created, which over the life of the
investment can be phased as required.
Tariff, will ensure sufficient funding has
However, there are a number of factors
been set aside to meet our share of risk
which will affect the Tariff during its life and sharing agreement, with the Department for
its size does reflect a risk to the Council.
Communities and Local Government and
the Homes and Communities Agency.

APPENDIX
FINANCIAL RESERVES POLICY
Purpose
Milton Keynes Council is required to maintain adequate financial reserves to meet
the needs of the organisation. This policy sets out the how reserves will be
managed and the principles behind their use.
Regulatory Context
Sections 32 and 43 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 require local
authorities to have regard to the level of reserves needed for meeting estimated
future expenditure when calculating the budget requirement.
There is no specified minimum level of reserves that an authority should hold and
Section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003 requires the Chief Financial Officer
(Section 151 Officer) to report formally on the adequacy of proposed reserves
when setting a budget requirement and to ensure that there are key protocols for
their establishment and use.
This Policy sets out the framework for the use and management of useable
reserves, in accordance with the Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting
in the United Kingdom: A Statement of Recommended Practice (CIPFA/LASAAC)
and agreed accounting policies. Reserves held by schools and the Housing
Revenue Account are ringfenced and managed separately in line with government
guidelines.
Types of Reserves
Useable reserves can be categorised in two ways:
General Fund Balances which are a contingency to cushion the impact of
unexpected events or emergencies and
Earmarked Reserves which are built up to meet known or predicted
liabilities.
Earmarked reserves are usually created and held for one of the five main reasons
below:
Known responsibilities or liabilities – these include amounts held in trust for
particular assets and clear potential liabilities such as the Milton Keynes
Tariff, where we had a strategy to manage the potential risk as part of the
asset transfer or risks linked to the Residual Waste Treatment Facility,
where we may have been exposed to substantial liabilities.
Budget strategy – the Budget agrees to one-off expenditure every year, this
is held in a reserve to ensure it is only spent on the specific item agreed.
There are also a few items where we have used one-off funding to reduce
the impact on the ongoing revenue budget, for example, the Infrastructure
Cashflow Reserve which meets the prudential borrowing requirements for
Highways Infrastructure at peak times, to reduce the Budget commitment
and the Local Government Debt Reserve, where one-off funding was
agreed as part of the Budget to deliver a revenue saving.

Carry forward of underspend – where specific liabilities remain but they are
not formal commitments in accounting terms we use a budget rollovers
reserve to carry forward funding to offset liabilities. These are reviewed and
challenged each year to ensure they are justifiable items.
Insurance reserve – to meet the estimate of future claims to enable the
Council to meet the excesses not covered by insurance.
Ring-fenced Funding – some income can only be used for specific
purposes, reserves are used to hold balances until they can be committed
to ensure resources are not lost, for example S106 developer contributions,
where funding is held in reserve until committed to an eligible project.
Other earmarked reserves will be set up from time to time to meet known or
predicted liabilities, for example future predicted demand or demography
pressures and risks arising from a reduction in Business Rates.
Whilst earmarked reserves are set against a specific purpose, general balances
are funds which do not have any restrictions as to their use. Such reserves can be
used to smooth the impact of significant pressures across years, offset the budget
requirement in year, and to mitigate the risks of unexpected events or
emergencies.
Managing reserves
We recognise the need to hold and maintain reserves but we also recognise that
by choosing to hold or increase reserves, the Council is allocating resources away
from other potential uses and as such, there is an “opportunity cost” of holding
balances as reserves. For this reason it is important to set out clearly, and
regularly review, the framework through which such reserves are managed.
The management of financial reserves is a key tool of the Council’s overall
financial strategy, which has two key objectives:
achieving stable and sustainable budgets throughout the Medium Term;
and
ensuring resources are effectively focussed on priorities.
Underpinning the achievement of these objectives is the recognition of the need to
manage risk. This could be the increased risks of volatility in planning assumptions
as we continue to go through uncertain economic times, or the risks to
Government funding as a result of significant future funding reviews. Or it could
be that the business seeks to take greater business risks through innovative
service delivery to achieve difficult savings targets. The greater the risks, the
greater the reserves the Council are likely to need to hold to mitigate against this.
It is the appreciation of such risks that is the basis for the Chief Finance Officer’s
statutory requirement to determine the adequacy of reserves as part of the Budget
process.
Quantifying the Reserves Requirement
We set a minimum prudent level for the General Fund Balance each year as part
of the Budget process. This decision requires account to be taken of the strategic,
operational and financial risks facing the Authority.
As a guide to the adequacy of general fund balances, previous guidance is that
these should be around 5% of net operating expenditure. Notwithstanding this,
the Chief Finance Officer will need to consider many factors in determining the
precise level of reserves, many of which involve an assessment of the risk of

assumptions included in the budget and MTFP, together with the Council’s
financial standing and management. The key factors are set out in the table
below.
Budget assumptions
General cash flow requirements

Financial standing and management

The outlook for inflation and
interest rates.

The overall financial standing of the
Council (level of borrowing, debt
outstanding, etc)
The Council’s capacity to manage inyear budget pressures, including a view
of specific reserves to help manage this
risk.
A view on the volatility of income and
other specific reserves which would help
to manage this risk.
A view of the risks to delivering future
budget requirements and the level of
variability in the remaining part of the
year for the current budget.
The Council’s virement and end of year
procedures in relation to budget
under/overspends.
The adequacy of the Council’s insurance
arrangements to cover major unforeseen
risks.

The potential range of costs of
demand-led services.

Income risks

Delivery complexity of Budget
savings and current in-year financial
performance
The financial risks inherent in any
significant new funding partnerships,
major outsourcing arrangements.
The availability of other funds to
deal with major contingencies and
the adequacy of provisions.

An objective evaluation of these factors will be undertaken each year to determine
a prudent level of general reserves cover based on an assessment of the above
factors. However, the final level of reserves is ultimately subject to the Chief
Finance Officer’s judgment, taking all relevant factors into consideration.
Building Reserves
Should the Chief Finance Officer consider the level of General Fund Balances
require increasing, this will be achieved as part of the budget setting process,
establishing an allocation from the annual budget to achieve the desired level of
balances. Contributions to (or from) will be reviewed annually.
This will be additional to any amounts needed to replenish reserves that have
been consumed in the previous year.
Earmarked reserves will be established on a ‘needs basis’, in line with planned or
anticipated requirements, and will be approved as part of the Budget process or
the in year Budget Monitoring reporting to Cabinet.
Use of Reserves
Reserves can only be used once, and so should not be used to finance recurring
planned spending – for example they would not be used to ‘balance the budget’.
This is one of our key Financial Principles.

Where the Council has used the value for money reserve for investment purposes
to generate savings, these would also generally be paid back in three years,
although there may be times when greater flexibility is given.
The use of reserves is included as part of the Budget process for Council approval
or in the Budget Management Report for Cabinet approval. The creation of
earmarked reserves will be subject to Cabinet approval, but once this Cabinet
level approval has been given, draw-downs against the reserve, will then be
subject to the approval of the Chief Finance Officer to ensure the criteria for the
use of the reserve has been met.

